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Freebase: A Social Semantic Experiment

Community Built

Entity Inventory

Semantic Vocabulary

RDFS

Simple Web API

GoogleIO 2011: 20 Million Entities, 400 Million Connections
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Reconciliation: Each entity has unique identity

Arnold 
Schwarzenegger

/m/0tc7

Arnold Schwarzenegger: Body Builder
Source Z

Arnold Schwarzenegger: Politician
Source Y

Arnold Schwarzenegger: Actor
Source X



What did we learn?

Managing identity is hard

Quality matters

Good quality assertions beget good quality assertions
Bad quality assertions beget bad quality assertions

Not everyone is good at semantic modeling



Freebase
DBpedia

Yago



What was so special about this moment

Large amounts of knowledge

across many interconnected subjects 

was written down
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A legacy of data

No one will ever have to encode Angela Merkel's birthday again

The films of Charlie Chaplin have been asserted

We have recorded the height of the Eiffel Tower

Any system can now know when the Mona Lisa was painted

If we have done this correctly, the data 
in these catalogs should outlive us all.



Knowledge Graph



The Power of Knowledge Graph: Interlocking data

Airports

city airport terminal
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Reservation Flight Status

The Power of Knowledge Graph: Interlocking data
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Destination suggestions Reservation Flight Status

The Power of Knowledge Graph: Interlocking data

Airports

city airport
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KG Schema Team

Help developers create interlocking data structures

Identify new structures which will improve features

Help enforce graph quality

Define identity criteria

Get out of the way



Questions of Identity: Class Membership

If a person played a sport in high school, does that make them an athlete?

Is an appointed "interim" government office holder a politician?

Is the simulcast of an opera in a cinema a film?

Are Supernovae events or locations? 

What is a fire station?

ReconPrepare Data Assemble 
GraphApply Schema







Questions of Identity: Entity Equivalence

Is a basketball team the same if it is moved to another city?

Is a "director's cut" a different work from the theatrical release?

Is an organism classification the same as the food provided by the organism?

If a historical currency is "resurrected" for modern use, is it the same currency?

ReconPrepare Data Assemble 
GraphApply Schema



Knowledge Graph

1 Billion Entities

70 Billion Assertions



That's a lot.
Is it enough?



Wikipedia: How many articles are needed to cover the sum of all human knowledge?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:Emijrp/All_Human_Knowledge



Wikipedia: How many articles are needed to cover the sum of all human knowledge?

104,701,020 Notable Wikipedia Articles?



15% of Google searches 
every day 
are new



Jonas Salk
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Jonas Salk

Jonas
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Where do we learn the 
Polio Vaccine prevents 

Polio?





"A little semantics goes a long way"

- Jim Hendler
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Let's be Hopeful



NPV(knowledge)
How much is knowledge today worth in the future?



Things a knowledge graph could contain:

Facts about things: "I know where Jane Austen was born."

Relations between Classes: "Fictional stories have characters."

Information about the world: "Phonographs make sound"

Locale specific knowledge: "Regular coffee includes cream (in Boston)"

Social Knowledge: "You should cover your mouth when you cough"

….?



What knowledge should 
we invest in?
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Common Sense



Common Sense
"What is not notable"



Common Sense



Common Sense
Important



Common Sense
"What hasn't been written down"

Important



Social stock of 
knowledge



Social stock of 
knowledge

Common interpretations
Shared views of who does what...



Social stock of 
knowledge

Locale specific



Class Level Attributes
("static" members)



Abstract Methods
(applications provide implementations,

"interface")



An API for the real world

Encode Human Requests
Define Resources



A knowledge graph
is an API



Electric Tea Pot

Heat( )



Electric Tea Pot

Heat(water)



Toaster

Heat(<baked_goods>)



Toaster

Heat(<baked_goods>)

ResidesIn(kitchen)

UsesElectricity(true)



Concepts....and the things they can do
Bell: ring
Oven: heat
Refrigerator: cool
Plane: fly
Human: walk
Dog: talk

….and the things you can do with them
Knife: cut
Chair: sit
Stapler: fasten
Shirt: wear
Bed: sleep



Blender

Blend(<liquid_substance>)

Chop(<solid_substance>)



Blender

Blend(<liquid_substance>)

Chop(<solid_substance>)

…..no inference, just description. 



Where does this knowledge come from?



Where does this knowledge come from?

There is no Wikipedia.

It isn't notable.



Where does this knowledge come from?

vaccine  /vækˈsiːn/
noun, countable and uncountable
plural noun: vaccines

1. (immunology) A substance stimulating the production of 
antibodies to prevent a disease without causing the disease 
itself.  It is prepared from the agent that causes the disease, 
or a synthetic substitute.



Where does this knowledge come from?

blender /ˈblɛndə/
noun
plural noun: blenders

1. a person or thing that mixes things together, in particular an 
electric mixing machine used in food preparation for 
liquidizing, chopping, or pureeing



Dictionaries: an approximation?

Definitions in classic "genus-differentia" form

Defining vocabulary (2000 to 3000 concepts for English)

Multi-layer dictionaries: ~400 "bootstrap" concepts



Semantic Primes
Semantic Explications



Compiler

sq(x) {
 return x * x
}

Machine
Code

Microcode

Assembler

Hardware

instructions 
that control 
hardware



Applications with broad 
subject matter coverage

Write applications at scale



Rote queries
Human "browsing"



Dictionaries: an approximation?

Definitions in classic "genus-differentia" form

Defining vocabulary (2000 to 3000 concepts for English)

"Multi-layer" dictionaries: ~400 concept bootstrap?
Where are these artifacts?



Robert Amsler 
~1980   O(10k) "unprecedented size"

Gallish English Dictionary 
~2008    O(10k)
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ReconPrepare Data Assemble 
GraphApply Schema



There are infinitely many 
things that could be 

represented….

Which ones do we pick? 



How much is enough: The Richard Scarry Test



The Richard Scarry Test



25,606,419 Books
Author

Illustrator
Publisher

Characters
Editions

Publication Date



1 Book Concept



1 Book Concept
Author's write books
People read books

Books are bound collections of paper
Libraries store books

….
….



"A little semantics goes a long way"
- Jim Hendler
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